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Experience
BATTLE FOR THE SOUL
Author

Published May 2021

Wrote best-selling book about the Democrats’ wobbly revival in the Trump years, combining
on-the-ground reporting with embargoed interviews (including Biden’s first interview as
president) and insider scoops to break extensive news and create a vivid portrait of the party
and the presidential race. “In the tradition of Theodore H. White, author of the series, ‘The
Making of the President’ …. Edward-Isaac Dovere meets the challenge with his deep dive in the
2020 election,” wrote the reviewer in the Washington Post, in one of the many positive
reviews.
CNN
Senior reporter

2021-present

Covering the intersection of the Biden presidency, Congress and politics through investigative
and enterprise reporting. Responsible for breaking major news online, and presenting and
analyzing the reporting in appearances on TV and across CNN platforms.
THE ATLANTIC
Staff Writer

2018-2021

Lead political correspondent for news coverage of the 2020 Democratic primaries, the
presidential campaign, and the aftermath of the election for Democrats in 2021. Hosted “The
Ticket” podcast (previously Radio Atlantic), a weekly look at major political stories of the
moment through a combination of interviewing politicians, authors and Atlantic staff writers.
POLITICO
Chief Washington correspondent (2017-2018)
Led campaign coverage across Democrats, Republicans and other candidates through a
combination of breaking news and larger analytic stories. Hosted the “Off Message” podcast,
producing a weekly interview with a prominent politician or other person of note within
politics.
Senior White House reporter (2013-2017)

Served as lead reporter covering Obama’s second term, with a specific emphasis on the politics
in and around the White House during the 2014 and 2016 election cycles, and in between. Also
covered daily news and Obama’s international engagement.
White House editor, 2012-2013
Deputy political editor (2011-2012)
CITY HALL & THE CAPITOL
Founding editor

2006-2011

Started and ran daily operations of two twice-monthly (since defunct) award-winning
magazines covering New York City and State politics. Led seven-person staff and served as
editor for all content, while specializing in in-depth political and investigative reporting,
including a series of articles about the Working Families Party which prompted a U.S. Attorney
investigation and civil lawsuit.
OUR TOWN & THE WEST SIDE SPIRIT
Community newspaper reporter

2005-2006

Awards
Daniel Pearl Award, Society of Professional Journalists (2010); New York Press Club political
coverage award (2010, 2011); Merriman Smith Award, White House Correspondents
Association (2017)
Education
The University of Chicago, M.A. in Humanities, 2003
The Johns Hopkins University, B.A. 2002

